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Primer on Groundwater Rights
The following is a very general summary of California groundwater rights. There are many variants of
the rules and issues presented here. Please consult an attorney about any specific water-right question.
In general, landowners like Farmers A and D whose properties overlie a groundwater basin have a
priority to apply that water to reasonable use on those properties over “appropriators” like City B and City
C. (City of Barstow v. Mojave Water Agency (2000) 23 Cal.4th 1224, 1240-1241 (Mojave).) Overliers
like Farmers A and D can change their water use over time as long as the water is applied to reasonable
use on their properties. (Id.) As between overliers, they each have a right to use a reasonable share of the
basin’s safe yield. (Id.; Tehachapi-Cummings County Water Dist. v. Armstrong (1975) 49 Cal.App.3d
992, 1000-1002.) Cities are appropriators because they deliver water for others’ use. (Mojave, 23 Cal.4th
at pp. 1239-1241.) They have rights to water that is surplus to the overliers’ demands. (Id.) All of these
rights apply to the recharge from a basin’s natural sources, primarily percolation from surface streams.
(City of Santa Maria v. Adam (2012) 211 Cal.App.4th 266, 279, 301-305.)
Where groundwater levels have declined because long-term pumping has exceeded long-term recharge,
however, appropriators can obtain prescriptive rights against overliers. (City of Los Angeles v. San
Fernando (1975) 14 Cal.3d 199, 277-278 (San Fernando)) Prescription can occur where appropriators
have openly pumped adversely to overliers’ rights by pumping for at least five years during the overdraft.
(Mojave, 23 Cal.4th at p. 1241.) This may have occurred in Basin 1, but not Basin 2, because there has
been no long-term decline in Basin 2’s groundwater levels. Where appropriators have prescribed,
overliers’ priority rights are limited to their reasonable use during the period of overdraft. (Hi-Desert
County Water Dist. v. Blue Skies Country Club (1994) 23 Cal.App.4th 1723, 1731-1732.) In a future
shortage, the ratio of the prescriptive right and the remaining overlying right is set to be as favorable to
the prescriptive right as it was during the prescriptive period. (San Fernando, 14 Cal.3d at p. 293.)
Different rules apply to recharge to a basin from the use of imported or other “artificial” water sources.
(San Fernando, 14 Cal.3d, at pp. 261-264, 286.) In Basin 2, City C probably holds a right senior to all
other rights to pump the amount by which recharge from City C’s imports of water from Basin 1 augment
Basin 2’s yield. Under Water Code section 1210, however, the owner of the wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP) in Basin 2 may have a priority right over City C to the recharge to groundwater percolating
from the WWTP because its treatment of the wastewater makes it fit for additional use.
In 2014, the Legislature enacted the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). (Water Code
§§ 10720-10737.8.) Under SGMA, by 2022 for most basins and 2020 for “critically overdrafted” basins,
there must be a “groundwater sustainability plan” (GSP) that describes how the basin will be managed to
meet the “sustainability goal” of managing the basin without “undesirable results” within 20 years.
(§§ 10720.7; 10721(u), (w), (x); 10727; 10727.2(b).) Undesirable results are “significant and
unreasonable” effects like chronic lowering of groundwater levels, reduced groundwater storage, seawater
intrusion, migration of contaminant plumes, land subsidence and depletions of surface water that impact
beneficial uses of the surface water. (§ 10721(x).) Each basin must be covered by a “groundwater
sustainability agency” (GSA), or coordinated GSAs, by June 30, 2017. (§§ 5202, 10723(a), 10723.6,
10727, 10735.2(a)(1).) The State Water Resources Control Board, in consultation with the Department of
Water Resources, can intervene in a basin if deadlines are not met for a GSA’s formation or a GSP’s
adoption; if a GSP is inadequate; if a GSP is inadequately implemented; or a basin does not meet the
sustainability goal by its deadline. (§ 10735.2.)
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